
Come On In 2
it's really easy to find the chords for the other "come on in" song by the oak 
ridge boys  - it's called come on in(you did
the best that you could do) - i couldn't find this one anywhere and it's a much 
more popular song i think - so i figured it
out myself and if i got it right it is a very simple song in Gm

 Gm
When I get tired and a little lonely
             Cm
The world's turned its cold back on me
      Gm
I'm about to swear
                                 Dm
I ain't got a friend left to my name
            Gm
Instead of sinkin' a little lower
         Cm
I start makin' tracks on over
      Gm
To a place where the sun shines
                     Dm                Gm
Day and night and I know I'll hear you say

Come on in, baby take your coat off
        Cm
Come on in, baby take a load off
        Gm
Come on in, baby shake the blues off
           Dm
I'm gonna love that frown away
        Gm
Come on in, baby put a smile on
        Cm
Come on in, baby tell me what's wrong
        Gm
Come on in, the blues will be long gone
           Dm                 Gm
I'm gonna love your hurtin' away.

When I feel a lonesome night comin' on
             Cm
Everything I did all day went wrong
           Gm
There's a black cloud followin' me
              Dm
Around and I just can't get away
            Gm
Instead of sinkin' a little lower
         Cm
I start makin' tracks on over
      Gm
To a place where the sun shines
                     Dm                Gm
Day and night and I know I'll hear you say

Chorus 3x more and fade

[Thanks to Ronald D Harper for tabs]
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